Discordant Discourse: Artists\u27 Books and Databases by Kohashi, Andrea
Artists’ books resist traditional cat-
aloging because the presumed dif-
ference between the paratextual and 
textual elements of a more traditional 
book does not apply; both participate 
equally in the performance or mean-
ing-making of the artists’ book. 
discordant discourse: artists’ books and databases
artists’ books, 
otis collections online
otis college of art and design
http://www.otis.edu/library/artists-books
artists’ books online
(absonline)
the university of virginia
http://www.artistsbooksonline.org/index.html
where 
is the 
discourse 
located?
tension
the critical databasethe craft database
how does the database
participate in discourse?
 ✜ Inclusion of objective and descriptive metada-
ta parameters such as “binding,” “process/tech-
nique,” and “book type” highlight paratextual 
qualities of artists’ books
 ✜ The use of standardized terminology generally 
understood and accepted by practitioners
 ✜ Metadata entry requires technical knowledge of 
the craft of book arts
 ✜ Knowledgeable and trained staff and informa-
tion professionals input metadata
 ✜ Prospective users are given easily searchable 
and straightforward data, but limited or no con-
ceptual information about works
how does the database 
participate in discourse?
 ✜ Inclusion of critical terms as metadata such as 
“publication tradition” and “movement” require 
critical analysis of work in relation to the field
 ✜ The use of  non-standard or subjective terminol-
ogy and definitions
 ✜ Metadata entry requires prior knowledge and 
scholarship (history, conceptual framework, etc.) 
in the field of book arts
 ✜ Artists-as-critics and scholars input metadata
 ✜ Prospective users are given conceptual infor-
mation about works, but the objective paratextual 
information (binding, process/technique, etc.) is 
limited or non-existent
the craft database portends a discourse 
built around the paratext of artists’ 
books. the discourse belongs to the mak-
ers.
the critical database portends a dis-
course built around the conceptual 
framework of the field. the discourse 
belongs to scholars.
The field of books arts is in the nascent stages of forming an identity. These 
two database models reflect the tensions surrounding the roles of and rela-
tionships between craft, concept, and criticism in building that identity. They 
shape the discourse by creating value systems for describing and presenting 
artists’ books.
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Metadata fields, Otis Collections Online
Presentation of metadata, Artists’ Books Online
